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ABSTRACT

Fusion ofradar and EO-sensors is investigated for the purpose of surveillance in littoral waters is. All sensors are considered
to be co-located with respect to the distance, typically I to l0 km, of the area under surveillance. The sensor suite is a
coherent polarimetric rada¡ in combination with a set of camera's sensitive to visible light, near infra¡ed, mid infrared and
far infrared. Although co-located, the sensors are dissimilar and not necessarily synchronized. A critical aspect for beneficiat
fusion in this application is correct association of information from these sensors. Various architectures are considered and it
will be argued that a fuse while track algorithrn is the most suitable algorithm in this case. Discussed is how such an
algorithm is designed and applied. To improve association reliability also non-kinematic features of both sensor types aæ
considered. Investigated in particular is, which features from contacts measured with the polarimetric rada¡ and the EG
sensors a¡e correlated. These features and thei¡ correlations are incorporated in the tracking process. Preliminary results are
shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The object of the srudy is to improve surveillance capabilities in littoral waters using a coherent polarimetric rada¡ and a
dedicated EO-sensor suite. The typical distance up to which these capabilities should be provided is I to 10 km. For these

ranges both radar and EO-sensors perform relatively well. However, since both types of sensors a¡e dissimilar, fusing their
data into one system could potentially yield a reduction of the number of false tracks and improved classification
capabilities.

2. FUSING RADAR AND EO-SENSORS

2.1 Introduction

Aspects that have to be addressed for sensor fusion are:
l. Data association

Which data from one sensor can be combined with data from another sensor?
2. Data fusion

How should the data be combined?
3. Sensor management

How should the system be managed such that sensors and algorithms are used optimally?
Although situation assessment is also an important aspect of sensor fusion, the end result that is curently aimed at is a

recognized surface picture. This result can subsequentty be used to perform situation assessment, either by an operator orby
a following algorithm.

The main reason for fusion of radar and EO-sensors is tary data of both types of sensors. However'
to exploit the complementary data, the association of ors should be unambiguous. Therefore, the

best ferformance iì achieved if there is a balance bet a that provides more iíformation about the

environment and data common to both types of sensors to ensure that the information is from the same physical entity.
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2.2Data association

To get a better understanding of the problems which arise from the association of data of radar and Eo-sensors, figure I
shows a scene observed by a camera while figure 2 shows a range-Doppler diagram obtained with a coherent radar doking
in the same direction as the camera.
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Figure l: Picn¡re ofan object at a specific elevation and azimuth.
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Figure 2: Range-Doppler diagram measured by a coherent radar. An object is moving with a specific radial velocity at a specihc range.

and azimuth; the radar however meas city by means of
illustrates the problem of associating ensors; there ¿ue
sociate data from both types of senso bad as it seems

¡ From a series of pictures f¡om the camera' objects that are moving in azimuth and elevatioi can be detected. objectsmoving in azimuth or elevation most likely also move in range. If ihere are many moving objects, however, ambiguity
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still exists.
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o Since both the EO-systems and the rada¡ are sophisticated sensors, features from both data streams that correlate could
be extracted. Similar to the correlation between elevation and range, such a conelation can help to reduce the

uncertainties in data association.

2.3Data fusion

Once data association has taken place, the data should be combined. It is important to note that the data used for data

association, which is refened to as fusion features, is not necessarily the same as the data that is subsequently fused. This is

because the product of the fusion process should be data that is optimal for the next process.

2.4 Sensor management

Besides the obvious advantage of combining data of both sensor types to improve detection, tracking and classiñcation,

information of the sensors could also be used to manage the system. Since the sensor system will be designed to oPerate on

a ship, the sensors must be co-located. It is however quite conceivable that the sensors do not operate synchronously. The

radar, for example, can cue an EO-sensor, in order to inspect a specific area. In table I the possibilities are listed:

combinatiotts of modes of tionfor radqr and EO-'able 1: t s ol opera sysrems.

Mode
Radar EO svstem Remarks

1 Search Search Not necessarilv svnchronously.
2 Search Track Radar cues EO-svstem
3 Search Dual Mode For example if the EO-svstem has full azimuth coverage of the area under surveillance.

4 Track Search EO-svstem cues the radar.

5 Track Track This is not an option for surveillance.
b Track Dual Mode See no 3.
7 Dual Mode Search E.o.. a ohased arrav radar.

8 Dual Mode Track
9 Dual Mode Dual Mode The most flexible and also most expensive option.

The radar is limiting the number of options most, since it is the more expensive sensor. For this reason, a (non-stabilized)

search rada¡ is chosen. For the same reason, a dual mode EO-system is not considered yet. Sensor management aspects

therefore concentrate on the first two combinations in table l.

3. ARCHITECTURE

Before we examine the problem of how sensor fusion between radar and EO-sensors can be established best, the

architecture of a general signal-processing scheme for a single sensor is discussed. This scheme, cornmon to both types of

sensors, is then used to examine at what level data fusion can best be performed.

3.1 Single sensor signal processing scheme

In the customary signal-processing scheme, a number of processes is identified: pre-processing, detection, trlcking and

classification. The result àf tfr" tort process is classified tracks that compose the recognized surface picture. In figure 3 the

signal-processing scheme is presented.

The sequence ofthe processes is similar for different types of sensors. Whether all processes are applied, however, depenfs

on the application. There may be no interest in recognizing the objects or theré may not be any need to esdmaþ the

properties ofthe objects with a tracking process.

is performed before the cla adon of a

s will lead to a better classi minimum

. which excludes certain cl s features

that improve classification results.

One might argue that if the classification process precedes the tracking process, classification results could improve

tracking. If, for example, a contact is classified as a sailboat it can only be-associated to the track of a sailboat (ifther€ ar€
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no ambi
the data
provide
features
measured with a radar will be more useful to the tracking pr<
This is because a classification process is usually oot u on" to one mapping from features to classes and therefore destroysinformation' It is' however, conceivable that some kind of classificationls ferformed .,..,itt 

"onto"t 
features. This is regarded

as feature extraction, which is part of the detection process.
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Figure 3: Scheme of the processes in the single sensor signal processing chain, including sensor and processing management.

feeding back the results from the processes
lf. the more intelligent the system must be
r settings.

3.2 Multi sensor signal processing scheme
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to be fused. In principle
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Similar sensors such as camera's that are co-located can be fused at any level since already the raw or pre-processed dara
are represented in the same data space. For dissimilar sensors like an EO-sensor and radar, fusion of raw data does not seem
feasible. Tryrng to associate pre-processed data of both sensors will, apart from the profit, certainly demand a large amouu
of processing power. Besides that, the sensors have to operate synchronously. The demand of processing power.is
diminished at the detection level since the detection process reduces the amount ofdata to only the regions ofinterest a¡d
subsequently the contacts. Fusion ofcontacts offers the possibility to associate data using features extracted in the detection
process. The features that can be extracted depend ofcourse on how sophisticated the sensors are. It is obvious that contacb
of a multi-spectral EO-system provides more information and therefore its contacts contains more features than contacb
obtained with a black and white camera. Likewise, contacts obtained with a coherent polarimetric radar will contain r¡sre
features than contacts obtained with a non-coherent radar. As mentioned before, for an optimal performance of the multi-
sensor system, each sensor must be sensitive to one or more common features to be able to associate the others. Although
fusion of contacts before the tracking process seems feasible and useful, there are th¡ee disadvantages. The sensors have to
operate synchronously or nearly synchronously, the fusion process does not use the measurement history and the process is
sensitive to sensor failure.

R au' D ata

Pre-processed
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Tracks

C lassified
Tracks

Figure 4: Scheme of the processes in the multi-sensor signal processing chain including sensor and process management.

A solution to all three problems i the tracking process. This process must be able to
handle contacts from both sensor and integrate that to tracks represented in a global
space. The process must be able to sensors. In this way the contacts are fused in t¡acks
while the track history improves the association.

One step further down the chain is fusion of the
processes of both types of sensors are less the
sensor. Moreover, track fusion is far from tri , mi
from both track processes. Especially for dissimilar sensors, the results ofthese processes can be quite different.
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It can be concluded that fusion integrated in the tracking process offers the best prospects for fusion of EO-sensors and
radar. In the next paragraph we discuss how this can be implemented.

4. FUSE WHILE TRACK

Before examining how the fusion process ca¡ be incorporated in the tracking process, the tracking process itself is
discussed.

The geometrical and dynamic features of the contacts are defined in the polar coordinate system of the sensor. The tracks
however, are usually defined in the Cartesian space, which is more suitable for maneuvering objects and independent of the
sensor. If there is more than one sensor and the sensors are dissimilar it is even more inrpónant that the state space is not
dependent of the sensors.

Note that the measurement sPace and state space in which the contacts and tracks are defined are not limited to the 3-D
space in which the kinematical quantities are defined. Also features like tempertturc. si,snal modulation or radar cross
section can be dimensions in this space. Conditions are that transformations between both $o... o.. well defined and that
there is a model that is able to make predictions.

A _eeneral scheme for the tracking process is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: General scheme for the tracking process. Open arrows represenr dat:r specified in
the measu¡ement space while closed aÍows represent data in thc statc space.

In this scheme contacts a¡e associated to predictions from existing tracks in nìeûsurenìent space. The result of this
association is used to update existing tracks and possibly to create new tracks in thc statc ,pac.. In most single sensor
applications, the time interval between measurements is fixed. Therefore predictions can be made as soon as the tracks are
updated. Then the predictions are transformed to the measurement space. At the next point in time. when new contacts are
measured, the process starts again.

How can this tracking process be used to fuse data from dissimilar and possibly asvnchronouslv operating sensors? In this
case there are contacts defîned in a sensor specific space while the results are glåbal-tracks. associated to Jdects in the state
space. The prediction process does not have to be altered. It must however bè supplied with the point in time at which thenext measurement (by any of the sensors) has been performed. The transfbrnration process must know to which
measurement space the predictions have to be transformed. The scheme for this process is shôwn in figure 6.
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This process is capable of fusing data of synchronously as well as asynchr- onously operating sensors. If they operabsynchronously, the result should of course nót depend rig"ificu"tly ãr ,rr" order in rvt i"t tt 
" simultaneous -"**."o¡,are processed.

Figure ó: General scheme for the tracking process. Open arrows represent data specihed in
the measurement space while closed :urows represent daia in the state space.

Before examining in more detail how the so-called fuse while track algorithm can be implemented, the question must beaddressed what type of tracking process is most suitable. Two candidates are considered:o Kalman filter Il]
The prediction depends only on the current state and the time interval (Markov process). It assumes a normal

P¡ocess noise is introduced to allow maneuvers that are not predicted
pace in which the contacts are defined (measurement space) and the

. ts not linear, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [2] needs to be used.

This filter can be used if maneuvers of the objects of interest are expected. The batch filteruses a limited number of determine the type oi -an"uuer. The processing load for this filteris usually severe' A priori t the expected type of maneuvers that are allowed.

which allow
on the batch ' substantially morc

h (rMM) r2r ::Tf"ilïJffäi
ariance matrix that reflects the conelation between the parameters, theprediction becomes dependent on the specific object.

In figure 7' a scheme is shown that is analogue to the scheme of figure 6 but now specific for the Kalman ûlter. In thisscheme it is assumed that the measurement ãovariance matrix is ind-ependent of the measurement itself. ff this is not the
case' besides the sensor ID, also the measurement covariance matrix needs to be supplied to the process that calculates thcKalman gain. In the case of the EKF also the measurement matrix that s from state space to
measurement space needs to be supplied to the process that updates the co however, only showsthe additional information that is needed in the ãsynchronour 

--olti-r"nro,
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Figure 7: scheme for the Kalman f,rlter process with contacts originating from different and possibly asynchronously operating sensors.

r the uncertainty in azimuth by fusing synthetic contacts from a' two successive rada¡ contacts (crosses) after which also Eo-
ows that the azimuth is considerably better determined rvhen
this process achieves the most reliable association such that
: tracked object.

Another issue that needs to be add¡essed, is the association ofcontacts to predictions. Three possibilities are considered:¡ Nearest Neighbor
Every contact is uniquely associated to a track such that the overall likelihood is largest.

individual association probabilities. combined.

r hypotheses. During the tracking process the number of
: number of hypotheses has to be reduced by merging them

The ñ¡se while t¡ack algorithm should be able to process tacts. Since the time interval berrveensuccessive measurements is variable. an MHT approach because the shorter the time inten al,the more the association problems for both measureme other methods do not take this intoaccount.
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Figure 8: Azimuth of a global track (solid line) derived from rada¡ contacts (crosses ) ancl EO-contacrs (dors).

5. IMPLEMENTATIONASPECTS

For these dissimilar sensors data association is a critical aspect. Research is, therefore. currentl.v concentrated on identiryingfeatures from the Eo-system and the radar that are correlated. As an example of such corrclations. the panel on the left offiqlg 9 shows a typical picture of the sea surface in mid infrared. The panel on rhe ri-thr shows the typical diffe¡ence i¡radial velocity between the HH and w channel of sea clutter os -eosureã with the polainrcrric radar. At the correspondingazimuth and range (in the picture derived from the elevation) there is a correlation bãtrvccn thc rvhite caps in the picture andthe difference in radial velocity.

In March 2001 a large me-asurement campaign has been performed that will help ro chart in nlore detail the conelationsbetween the radar and Eo features for optimal-association ãf the contacts.

-4-3-?-1o1234

Figure 9: The panel on the.left sfrows a tvpical picture of rhe sea surface in mid infra¡ed ;iïr"f;îüi*, shows the typical
difference in radial velocity between the HH and w channel of sea clutter as measured with the polarimeric radar.
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ålthough the principle of MHT is simple, limiting the number of hypotheses to reasonable values, while retaining the mostnre¡ising' is fa¡ from that' The best strategy depãnds on the perfo-rmance of the ¿etection processes and will be developed
sintultaneously with those. 

---- rv¡'vr¡ue¡¡ve vr ruç utt'cuuufi

'\dding process noi not p-resent in the prediction model. An IMM approach
nla-v improve the cts, 

-floating or moving on the sea surface, can beinrplemented. Also 
d help to prãai"t,h" ;oL"" of the object.

To be able to calculate the probabilities of hypotheses, on arrival of a measured contact, the probability is needed of nottletecting the object with any sensor in the time between the lurt *¿lu,."nt measu¡ed contact. Accurate a prioriknowredgeof detection probabilities in space and time a¡e needed to estimare the probabiliry of a ;;; derecrion. The probability thatthe measured contact is a false alarm might be derived from the *urur-"nts in which clutter is present.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In

lu ssed' For.possibly asynchronously operating sensors,

c\ process is the optimal process rôr interpoiátion and,r ,n,o,,._!::ldes rhat, 
" "".pi:l;å.i::ïïîT:Jï:y":i"i:ï;î:ï,:*;::iîï:solved' Most appropriate therefore is integration of the fusion into tträtracting process.

This fuse while track algorithm processes contacts on arrival. Predictions and transformation ofthe predictions to the sensorspecific measurement sPace must be delayed until a contact *iu"r. óu" to the variabi. ;i-; interval berween successi'erncasurements' an association algorithm that retains a number of hypotheses seems most suitable. since the fuse while trackprocess does not depend on the presence of measu¡ements of specific senrors, it is flexible onJno, prone to sensor failure.
The applica will be examined for. a system capable of recognizing small objects in littoralru'aters. The
,rid infrared t polarimetric radar and an EO-sensor suite sensitiíe to visible light. near infra¡ed.are co_located.

Aspects that need further investigation are:
' Improvement of reliability of data association, identifying contact features of the Eo-system that correlate to conractfeatures of the radar.
a

a

a

a

Pruning of the MHT hypothesis tree.

models for floating or moving objects on the sea surface.
ssed detections.
lse alarms.
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